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>  Anatomically shaped with raised lateral edges and a front to rear slope. 
>  Will mould more precisely to the user and perform better over a longer 

time than a standard crosscut foam cushion.
>  The high quality cover is suitable for light incontinence and is washable.  

It also has a non slip base to improve positioning and prevent sliding.The most stable wheelchair air cushion
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For cushion height 10cm 

For wheelchair users with body asymmetry
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For cushion height 10cm 

For the active wheelchair user
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Hybrid
For cushion height 9cm 

Max 160kg SWL
>  Improved maneuverability indoors, 

with very small turning radius of  
only 40cm. 

>  Active suspension for a more 
comfortable drive.

>  Max speed 10km/h. range 30km.
>  Electric 50° seat tilt standard. 
>  Manual back recline to 30°.  

With fold-down backrest for  
transport.

   Crash tested for vehicle  
occupancy.
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MWD

>  Improved climbing over 
bumps and obstacles, reducing 
unwanted jolts with flexible 
suspension.

>  Floor to seatplate min 38cm.
>  Sit extra low under any table or 

desk with 30cm HiLo function 
standard.

>  Travel further & faster.  
Max speed 12.5km/h. range 
40km.

>  Customisations and accessories 
available.

   Crash tested for vehicle  
occupancy.

Sit lower
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RWD

>  Electric 30cm HiLo elevate, 45° tilt 
function and 50° back recline are 
standard with no up-charge.

>  Sit lower and reach higher. 
Seatplate to floor min only 38cm, 
max 68cm.

>  Longer range up to 40km versus 
others.

>  FWD provides superior climbing 
over obstacles, gets closer to 
cupboards and benches.

>  When you require optimum 
outdoor power and torque,  
consider the RWD.

>  Customisations and accessories 
available.

   Crash tested for vehicle 
occupancy.

Drive further for longer

®
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C Indoor
Narrower (56cm) and  
shorter (69cm)
>  Superior maneuverability.
>  Sit extra low under any  

table or desk. Minimum 
seatplate to floor 38cm/15".

>  HiLo function standard 
30cm/12".  
Reach higher or sit lower.

>  Suitable for some outdoor 
environments.

   Crash tested for vehicle 
occupancy.
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France

shown without cover.  
1x cover included

shown without cover.  
1x cover included

Xtend DeepXtend

Optima Carbon 
>  For the active user -   thoracic  

support &  pelvic positioning.
>  One-piece thoracic back support
>   Ultra-light T700 high-modulus  

carbon fiber shell (lightest and  
most rigid available

>  Designed for active users wishing to 
keep the total weight of their chair 
down

>  Dual density foam back cushion
>  Breathable & washable cover

Contour Back
>  Nxt QuickFit™ back with depth   

adjustable 6” lateral supports
>  25° Anterior & 25° posterior tilt
>  11 Adjustable compartments 

with Vicair SmartCell™ technology 
allows for pressure  
redistribution and  
positioning >  Built-in height adjustment allows back height, and lateral contour height 

to be set exactly where support is needed. Done quickly and easily with 
the user seated in the wheelchair

>  Two-piece lightweight aluminum shell. Adjustable upper section allows 
for optimal lateral thoracic support. Fixed lower section supports the 
pelvic area. Scapula cut-out shape

Xtend 
Low DEEP 
offers 
adjustable 
lateral 
contour 
depth 

For more product information 
please visit our website

or give us a call:

0800 238 523 | mortonperry.co.nz
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